
Social Urban Research Groupe (SURGe)

Principal Investigator of SURGe, a research 
group based in SUTD focusing on socially-
driven urban issues and architecture, currently 
leading the $6-million MND Land & Liveability
National Innovation Challenge (L2NIC) research 
program “New Urban Kampung”.

Assistant Professor CHONG Keng Hua

SUTD Opportunity Lab (O-Lab)

Co-Lead of O-Lab, a multidisciplinary teaching 
lab that provides SUTD students a platform to 
design for social change, through electives, 
studios, and undergraduate research projects. 

COLOURS: Collectively  Ours LLP

Founding Partner of COLOURS, an award-
winning design consultancy that specializes in 
collaborative public place design. Prominent 
projects including NTUC SilverCOVE, 
Greenprint Smart Void Deck, and installation 
“Dande-lier” at iLight Marina Bay.
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Creative Ageing Cities
A research project that collects diverse empirical cases of emerging ageing-friendly built environment to 
investigate the contribution of ageing population as a productive and creative force towards urban design and 
place-making in high-density urban contexts, to be published by Routledge as a book in mid-2018.
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SilverCOVE Senior Wellness Centre
A new eldercare typology that provides assisted and integrated living and facilitate ageing-in-place for senior 
residents of a new Studio Apartment, as well as seniors living in the vicinity. The participatory process and the 
resultant community space have earned the project the Best Silver Architecture – Community Spaces and 
Best Approach to Support Ageing-in-place in the 4th APAC Eldercare Innovation Award 2016.

Ageing in Community



TOUCH Community Hub
The Community Hub is envisioned to be a community-led micro neighbourhood that promotes wellness and 
community self-help, pushing the boundaries of existing eldercare typologies commonly located at HDB void 
decks to have more flexible use of indoor-outdoor spaces, to empower community initiatives such as mass 
exercise, communal dining, community farming, health and wellness programs, and life-long learning. 

Ageing in Community



ADA New Horizon Centre
A daycare for persons with dementia operated by Alzheimer’s Disease Association (ADA) Singapore, the project 
aims to revamp the existing centre at Bukit Batok to create a more creative environment for persons with 
dementia and to promote greater inclusivity with the local community.

Ageing in Community



Smart Void Deck
A public place prototype that integrates mobile furniture, computer vision, and smart lighting, 
transforming an ordinary HDB void deck into a Smart Void Deck which responds to the changing 
layout of the furniture and different user needs, thus encouraging co-sharing of the space and 
improving quality of life community bonding.

Collaborative Public Place
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Dande-lier, iLight Marina Bay 2017
Selected from over 100 international entries, the proposed reciprocal dome structure is inspired by the dandelion 
flower, and pioneers the alternative use of everyday objects – lightweight PVC pipes and translucent umbrellas, 
which together evoke a light and airy feeling, and transform the space within into a delightful public place at night 
as each umbrella turns into a chandelier that changes colours according to people’s movements.

Collaborative Public Place
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PARK(ing) Day Singapore 2013-2017
From prototyping “Safe Street” at MacPherson, to “Walkable Neighbourhood” at Jalan Besar, to “Car-Lite City” 
at Bugis and Kampung Glam, O-Lab led SUTD students in initiating the first PARK(ing) Day in Singapore, and 
subsequently expanding it into a nation-wide urban movement in collaboration with URA, involving hundreds of 
students and public from various institutions and all walks of life each year.

Crowdsource Place-making



Vietnam IAP 2014-2015
The multidisciplinary participatory action research project explored the urban environmental issues and 
community design process in Ho Chi Minh City, through multi-modal data collection, participatory design 
workshops, and co-prototyping with local university students and residents. A play structure based on traditional 
Southern Vietnamese “Monkey Bridge” was prototyped using local and recycled materials, while the site was 
also landscaped into a rain garden with indigenous plants to make it more resilient to flooding. 

Design with Developing World



Singapore Pavilion, Seoul Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism 2017
The Singapore Pavilion “White Space” addresses the theme of the exhibition “Commoning Cities” by identifying 
4 main challenges / opportunities in Singapore – demographic transformation, information revolution, resource 
redistribution, and production reform, showcasing 8 strategies in selected urban voids (white spaces) by ASD 
faculty, who envisions Singapore to become a prototype for the world. Curated by Keng Hua and Calvin; co-
designed by Carlos, Felix, Kenneth, Christine, and Michael of ASD.
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